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223 Painikere R.F.
South Kanara District
Kasaragod Taluk

Extent as per Revenue survey 705 -60 acres
1.

Notification No.22 ,12th January 1932.

2.

G. O. No. 333, Development 7th March 1932,

3.

C. C. P’s Mis. No. 161,18th March 1932.

4.

pages 198-200 part I

5.

Erratta.

F.S.G.G. dated 26-01-1932

Page 469, part I F.S.G.G. dated 1-3-1932.
6.

Vide R. Dis No 386. 1932.

PAINIKERE
NOTIFICATION
Fort St. George, January 12, 1932
No 22 Under section 16 of the Madras Forest Act.(V of 1882). The Governer in
council is pleased to declare that the area the boundaries of which are described in
the schedule below shall be constituted a reserved forest with effect from Ist April
1932.
Schedule
South Kanara District, Kasaragod Taluk.
(Number and name of the block 223, Painikere)
Boundaries
North:- Starting from the south west corner of resurvey No. 372 of village No.
100 panathady the south sides of resurvey No. 372 (F lines 628 and 92) and
R.S.No 30/2 ( F, lines 206, 99 ,278,190and 615) thence F lines 135 and 203 of
resurvey No. 372 to the north-west corner of resurvey No. 32/1; thence the west
side of the same field (F line 579 and 273 ) to the north west corner of resurvey No.
31/1 thence the west side of R.S Nos , 31/1 and 31/2 south side of RS No, 31/2 and
east sides of resurvey Nos 31/2 and 31/1 ( F lines 248 ,466,239,383,158,and 155) to
the south east corner of resurvey No. 32/1 thence the east sides of resurvey Nos.
32/1 and 32/1 (F lines 435,291 and 141 ) to the north east corner of resurvey no.
32/2 thence the south side of resurvey No. 373( F line 340) to the stone at the
junction of F lines 340 of re-survey No.373 and 587 of resurvey No. 33/1 thence
the west side of resurvey No 38/1 ( F line 587 ) and the south side of resurvey no.
38/2 (F lines 393 ,588 and 373) to the south –east corner of resurvey no. 38/2
thence the east side of resurvey no. 38 /I ( F lines 923,254,149 and 291) to the
northwest corner of R.S- No. 40 thence the west south and east sides of resurvey no

40; thence the west south and east sides o f resurvey no. 40( F lines 174,438,
200,285,159,200,100,220 and 418 ) to the south –east corner of resurvey no. 39;
thence the east side of resurvey No.39 ( F line 216 and 250 ) to the third field stone
on the east side of resurvey no. 39 counting north from its south-east corner; thence
( F lines 426,422,228 and 334) of resurvey No. 374 to the south –west corner of
resurvey No. 41 thence the south side of resurvey No. 41 ( F lines
465,309,498,111,212,166,and 101 ); thence F lines 100, 92 and 138 of resurvey
No.374(thence

the

left

bank

of

Adakanchal)Flines

114,125,115,234,237,279,541,221, 112, and 132 of resurvey No. 374 to the stone at
the junction of F lines 132 of resurvey No. 374 and 1798 of resurvey No.2.
East :- thence the south side of resurvey No.2 ( F lines 1798, 233, 335,194, 332,
431, 165,1040,181, 224, and 180) to the south west corner of resurvey No. 26
thence the south side of resurvey No. 26 ( F lines 222 ,228 and 512)to the obolite
station on the west side of resurvey no, 25 between F lines 512 of resurvey No. 26
and 123 of resurvey no. 25, thence the west side of resurvey no. 25 ( F lines 123
and 595) to the southernmost corner of the same field; thence F lines 321
,324,323,350,193,301,and 127 of resurvey No. 207 to the field stone between F
lines 127 of resurvey no. 207 and 143 of resurvey no. 193 for the west side of
resurvey no. 193 thence the west side of resurvey no. 193 ( F lines 143,234,270,205
and 240) to the south-westernmost corner of survey no. 193 and thence F line 129
of resurvey 194 thence the west side of resurvey no. 123 (F lines 249 and 480)to
the north –east corner of resurvey no. 122/1 ; from the stone at the junction of F
lines 324 and 323 of resurvey no. 207 the boundary follows the left (west) bank of
Adakanchal to the north-east corner of resurvey no. 122/1; thence the north and
west sides of resurvey no. 122 ( F lines 314 ,337 and 259) to the south –west corner
of resurvey no.122/2.
South :–

Thence F lines 295, 426, 420 and 154 of resurvey No. 120 to the

quadrijunction stone of resurvey no 120 106 ,102 and 27; thence the east and
north sides of resurvey no. 102 ( F lines 383, 198 , 161, 188, 311, 738, 128,

106, 554 , 487 , 791 , 365, 583, 463, 245, 528 , 444, 110, 618, 174, 271, 151,
890,241,and 141) thence the north side of resurvey no. 65-F lines 1268, 1006, 206,
334, 328, 132( cutting the painikerechall at a point 75 links west of the stone
joining F lines 328 and 132), 414, 386, 167, 276, 226, 179, 258, 169, 243, and 191;
from the stone at the junction of F lines 132 and 414 of resurvey no 65 the
boundary runs along the left bank of painikerechal to the stone joining F lines 191
of resurvey no.65, and 181 of resurvey no.375 and then leaves the Painikerechal at
a distence of 20 links north of it thence F line 181 of resurvey no. 375 to the southeast corner of resurvey 28; ( F lines 800 ,1500 and 800) to its south-west corner
thence F line 95 of resurvey no. 375 to the edge of the right bank of painikarachal;
thence ( the right bank of painikarachal) F line 270 and 557 of resurvey no. 375
where it meets the chulikerechal.
West- Thence along the right bank of chullikerechal F lines 237, 328, 212, 264,
246, 481, 142, 204, 200 and 232 of resurvey no. 375 to the stone at the junction of
F lines 232 of resurvey no 375 and 283 of resurvey no. 53 (here the boundary line
leaves the bank of Chullikerechal) thence the south and east sides of resurvey sides
of resurvey no.53 ( F lines 283, 149, 254,207, 379,380,315,176 and 942) to the
south -west corner of resurvey no.29/5 thence the south –east and north sides of
resurvey no.29

( F lines 293, 397, 275, 426, 210, 226, 134, 191, 787, 208, 206,

433, and 340 ) to the north –east corner of resurvey no. 53; thence the east sides of
R. S no. 55 (F line 391) and resurvey no.50 (F lines 416, 433, 97,110, and 2419) to
the starting point.

ANNEXURES

Remarks:- A

The following rights to water courses and right to the

existing artificial diversion of jungle stream and spring water and maintenance
there of are admitted with in the panikere reserved forest Kasarageod taluk:A-I.

On behalf of Kukala Chindan Nair, son of Uchira Amma agriculturist,

paniyal village for the time being the pernial combined right to (1) the existing
artificial diversion of the jungle stream which begins from about a chains distance
east of the resurvey stone at the junction of F line 787 and 208 of resurvey no. 29/2
the diverted course about 10 links wide running north to south and cutting F line
787 of resurvey No. 29/2 at a distance of about 4 chain and 20 links from the
resurvey stone at the junction of F line 787 of resurvey No. 29/2 the diversion is
hundred and stone reverted on right side of the stream the bound with stone
reverted being about 8 link in height and 10 links broad and is meant mainly to
protect resurvey Nos. 29/1 and 2 during heavy rains (2) the maintenance of the
existing artificial diversion ;-(3) the use of the water flowing along the artificial
diversion for the irrigation of resurvey no. 29/2 and 3 subject to the following
conditions; (a) Access to the artificial diversion shall be by resurvey no. 29/2 and
along the stone reverted bund; (b) no further artificial diversion of the stream
course nor any other interference with the stream course or width there of will be
allowed without the express permission in writing previously obtained of the
District Forest Officer South Mangalore. (c) the stone reverted bund shall be kept
in good order and no alterations in the existing dimensions there of will be allowed
without permission similarly obtained (d) materials for the repair of the stone
reverted bund should be obtained from the margin along side the bund and from
the margin of the stream on the side opposite the bund
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right.

A.II. On behalf of kukala Chindan Nair son of Uchira Amma agriculturist
Paniyal village for the time being the pernnia,l right to maintain and use for
domestic purposes in resurvey No. 29/2 and for irrigation purpose in resurvey No.
29/1 the water of the kanni 5 links wide and 2 links deep which flows in a northwesterly direction for a distance of about 6 chains and 30 links and enters resurvey
No.29at a distance of about 50 links north of stone at the junction of F lines 208
and 206 of resurvey No.. 29/2 subject to the following conditions (a) Access to the
kanni shall be by its bed and its margins; (b)no artificial diversion of its course will
be allowed without the express permission in writing of the District Forest Officer.
South Mangalore previously obtained (c) the kanni should not be reverted ,widened
or deepened or in any other way interfered with permission similarly obtained (d)
material for the repair of the kanni should be obtained from its margin.
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right .
A. III.

On behalf of kodoth Chathu Nair, son of Naranthatte Chathu Nair,

agriculturist, panathady village for the time being pernnial right to maintain and use
for the irrigation of resurvey No.28/2 the water of the kanni 6 links broad and very
in depth from one to ten links which enters the reserve on it southern boundary at a
point 15 links east of the resurvey stone at the junction of F lines 132 and 328 of
resurvey No. 65 runs north-west for a distance of about 22 chains with intermediate
aqueduct of laterite 25 links by 5 links and enters resurvey No. 28/2 (which it
mainly irrigates) at the north-east corner of the same field ,subject to the following
condition (a) Access to the kanni shall be by resurvey No. 22/2 from 15 links east
of resurvey stone at the junction of F line 132 and 328 of resurvey No.65 and by
margins of the kanni, (b) no artificial diversion of the kanni course will be allowed
without the express permission, in writing previously obtained of the District Forest
Officer South Mangalore. (c) the kanni should not be reverted widened or deepened
or in any other way interfered with without permission similarly obtained (d)
materials for the repair of the kanni should be obtained from its margins ; (e)
no alterations in the dimensions of the laterite aquieduct will be allowes without the

express permission in writing previously obtained of the District Forest Officer
South Mangalore.
Infringement of and of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right.

A. IV

On behalf of the cultivator or cultivators for the time being of

Manjankan wet lands, the perennial right to maintain and use for the irrigation of
these wet fields the water of the kanni 5 links in width and 2 links deep which
takes off from Adakanchal stream at a point 50 links west of resurvey stone at the
junction of F lines 279 and 541 of resurvey no. 374 ( across which a dam has been
put up ) runs westwards for a distance of about 10 chains and parallel to
Adakanchal stream and leaves the forest at about 360 links distance from the
resurvey stone at the south -east corner of resurvey no.41 subject to the following
condition (a)Access to the Kanni shall be by its bed and margins and by
Adakanchal stream; (b) no artificial diversion of its course will be allowes without
the express permission in writing of the District Forest Officer South Mangalore
previously obtained (c) the kanni should not be reveted, widened or deepened or in
any other way interfered with without permission similarly obtained from it
margins.
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right.

A. V.

On behalf of the cultivator or cultivators for the time being of Adagam

wet lands the perennial right to maintain and use for the irrigation of these wet field
the water of the kanni 5 links in width and 2 links deep, which branches from
Nagachikole stream at a point about 50 links north of the resurvey stone at the
junction.

of F lines 181 and 224 of resurvey no. 2 runs west for about 50 links and then
leaves the resurvey at a point 5 links south-west for the resurvey south referred to

subject to the following conditions:- (a) Access to the kannil shall be by its bed and
its margins (b) No artificial diversion of its course will be allowed without the
express permission on writing, previously obtained of the District Forest Officer
South Mangalore (c) the kannil should not be reverted widened or deepened or in
any other way interfered with, without permission similarly obtained (d) material
for the repair of the kanni should be obtained from its margins.
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right.
A VI

On behalf of the cultivator or cultivators, for the time being of

Puthiakundil west lands the perennial right to maintain and use for the irrigation of
thence west fields the water of the kanni 5 links wide and 2 links deep which
branches from Nagachikole stream at a point 80 links north-east of the resurvey
stone at the junction of F lines 224 and 180 of resurvey no. 2 runs east for a
distance of 370 links and leaves the forest at a point 398 links from the resurvey
stone referred to subject to the following conditions; (a) Access to the kanni shall
be by its bed and margins; (b) no artificial diversion of the course of the kanni will
be allowed without the express permission, in writing of the District Forest Officer
should not be reverted widened or deepened or in any other way interfered with,
without permission similarly obtained (d) material for the repair of the kanni should
be obtained from its margins.
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right
A-VII On behalf of Kukata Chaindan Nair son of Uchira Amma agriculturist
paniyal village for the time being the perennial combined right to (1) the existing
artificial diversion of spring water from Payacheri-Vadakai mule, about 4 links
wide and 2 links deep beginning from about 46 links north of stone at the junction
of F line 206 and 433 of resurvey no. 29 and running parallal to F line 433 of
resurvey no.29/1 and 2 to a point about 46 links north at the north west corner of

resurvey No. 29/1 thence it runs south cutting F line 340 of resurvey no 29at a
point 20 links west of the same corner point; the diversion the total length of which
with in the reserved forest is 530 links being meant to protect resurvey no. 29/1
during heavy rains; (2) the maintenance of the existing artificial diversion subject
to the following conditions; (a) Access to the artificial diversion shall be by the
kanni noted under (ii) below ,by the side of the artificial diversion and from the
north-western corner point of resurvey no 29/1; (b) no further artificial diversion of
the spring water course nor any other interference with the course or width or depth
there of will be allowed without the express permission in writing of the District
Forest Officer, South Mangalore previously obtained; (c) materials for the repair of
the artificial diversion should be obtained from the margins there of.
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right.
(ii)

The further right to construct and the perennial right to maintain and

use the water for the irrigation of resurvey no. 29/1 of kanni carrying the diverted
spring water from payacheri-Vadekai mula from about 46 links north of stone at
the junction of F lines 206 and 433 of resurvey no. 22 and running to north-east
corner of resurvey no. 29/1 that is 115 links west of stone at the junction of F lines
206 and 433 of resurvey no. 29 with additional right to construct and the perennial
right to maintain a laterite stone reverted water storage pit 15 links in length 5 links
in width and 9 links in depth from about 46 links north of stone at the junction of F
lines 206 and 433 of resurvey no. 29 the kanni there after that is up to the point 115
links west of stone at the junction of lines 206 and 433 of resurvey no. 29 being 5
links wide and 2 links deep subject to the following conditions (a) Access to the
kanni and storage pit shall be by resurvey no. 29/1 and by the sides of the kanni. (b)
No artificial diversion of the course of the kanni proper will be allowed without the
express permission in writing previously obtained of the DFO South Mangalore (c)
No alterations in the diversion of the storage pit will allowed without permission
similarly obtained. (d) A storage pit shall be kept in proper order. (e) Materials for

the repair of the storage pit should be obtained from its margins. (F) The kanni
proper should not be stone reverted widened or deepened or in any other wide
interfered with without the express permission in writing of the District Forest
Officer South Kanara previously obtained. (g) Materials for the repair of the kanni
proper should be obtained from its margins.
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right.
Remarks B The following public rights of way are admited with in the
Painikere reserve forest kasaragod taluk:B.

1

The Kolimulla to Adagam foot–path for men and cattle 45 links

wide. It enters the forest on its northern boundary at a point 5 links south of the
resurvey stone at the junction of F lines 426 of resurvey no. 374 rurns in an easterly
and northerly direction for 15 ½ chains and leaves the forest at a point 2 ½ chains
east of the south-west corner of resurvey no.41.
B.

II

The Adagam to Mundote foot-path for men and cattle 45 links

wide. It enters the forest on its eastern boundary at a point 10 links east of the
resurvey stone at the junction of F lines 321 and 595 of resurvey nos.207 and 25
respectively runs in a south- easterly direction for a distance of 30 chains and
leaves the forest on the same boundary at a point I link west of the north east corner
of resurvey no.122/1.
B.

III

The Chullikere to Vazhavalapu cart, track 50 links wide open to

men cattle and carts it enters the forest on its southern boundary at a point 25 links
east of the resurvey stone at the junction of F lines 237 and 557 of resurvey no.375
runs in a north-westerly direction for a distance of 17 chains and leaves the forest
on its western, boundary at there survey stone at the junction of F lines 232 of
resurvey no. 375 and 233 of resurvey No.
S.V.RAMAMURTI
Secretary to Government.

Vide page 469 part I of F.S.G.G. dated 1-3-1932.
Errata Painikere Reserved Forest.
Fort St .George, February 22, 1932.

To the notification of the development department no. 22 dated 12th
january1932, published at page 198-200 of part I of the Fort St.George Gazette
dated 26th January 1932.

1 column 2 on page 198 of the Gazette

a)

For the figure 428 occurring in the description of the northern boundary

between the figure and words 422 and 334 of resurvey no.374 in lines 16-17.
substitute the figure 228.

b)

For the figure 187 occurring in the description of the eastern boundary

between the figures 270 and 205 in line 38 substitute the figure 186.

c)

For the word ‘nos’ occurring in the description of the western boundary

between the words and figure ‘resurvey’ and 375 in line73 substitute the word no.

2.

Column I on page 199 of the Gazette.

Annexure- Remarks A (a) Section A. 1 for the work diversions occurring in line 10
substitute the work ‘Diversion’

(b)

Section A II, between the words ‘interfered’ and without occurring in line 43

insert the work ‘with’

3,

a)

Column 2 page 199 of the Gazette.

Section A. VII for the words Uchira Amma agriculturist Paniyal village

occurring in line 46 substitute the words Uchira Amma agriculturist, Paniyal
village

b)

Section A. VII (ii) for the word division occurring between the words the

and of in line 93 substitute the word dimensions.

R Dis No 3578/43 dated 14 -4-44

NOTIFICATION

The public are hereby informed that the public right of way BIII (as
described below) allowed to a width of 50 links in the reserved forest of Painikere ,
kasargod Range, is widened to a width of 22 yards ( including drains and road
margin)

The Chulikere to vazhavalapu cart track/50 links wide open to men cattle
and carts in enters the forest on its southern boundary a point 25 links east of the
resurvey stones at the junction of forest lines 237 and 557 of resurvey no. 375 runs
in a north –westerly direction for a distance of 17 chains and leaves the forest on its
western boundary at the resurvey stone at the junction of forest lines 232 of
resurvey nos. 375 and 283 of resurvey no. 53.

The alignment of the new road follows the same public right of way except
that at the entrance and exit it is two feet away from the foot of cairns nos. 152 and
162.

N.D.Sahni
District Forest Officer S.K.

Mangalore,
14th April 1944.
R. Dis No. 3578/43 dated 14-4-44.

NOTIFICAION

The public are hereby informed that the public right

of way BII ( as

described below allowed to a width of 50 links in the reserved forest of Painikere
Kasagod Range is widened to a width of 22 yards( including drains and road
margin)

The chullikere to vazhavalappu cart track 50 links wide open to men cattle
and carts. it enters the forest on its southern boundary at a point 25 links east of the
resurvey stones at the junction of forest lines 237 and 557 of resurvey no. 375 runs
in a north-westerly direction for a distance of 17 chains.

/db/

Date from which reservation was given effect to Ist April 1932.
No, and date of XX Government Notification 22 12-1-1932.
Page No. and date of Fort. St. George Gazette 198-200 dated 26-1-32
C.C.P.S.No.161
G. O .No 333

Dated 18-03-1932
Dated 07-03-1932,

Area as for section 16 Notification 705-60 Access.

